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Long ago, Bohr, Pauli, and Mott argued that it is not, in principle, possible to measure the spin components
of a free electron. One can try to use a Stern-Gerlach type of device, but the finite size of the beam results in
an uncertainty of the splitting force that is comparable with the gradient force. The result is that no definite spin
measurement can be made. Recently there has been a revival of interest in this problem, and we will present
our own analysis and quantum-mechanical wave-packet calculations which suggest that a spin measurement is
possible for a careful choice of initial conditions. @S1050-2947~99!00207-3#
PACS number~s!: 03.65.Bz, 03.75.2b, 14.60.Cd, 34.80.NzI. INTRODUCTION
The spin of the electron plays a central role in the expla-
nation of atomic spectra. It turns out to endow the electron
with a magnetic moment of magnitude (e\/2m), which car-
ries the signature of its quantum origin in the factor \ . The
magnetic moment of the orbital motion of the electron in an
atom is of the same order, but it can be taken to a classical
value by increasing the angular momentum quantum num-
ber. This has, indeed, been possible in Rydberg atoms, where
nearly classical wave packets have been constructed and ob-
served experimentally ~see, for example, Ref. @1#!. The spin
of the electron, on the other hand, remains fixed; it cannot be
increased, and thus the corresponding quantity has no classi-
cal limit. It is intrinsically a quantum property, which lead
Bohr to the conclusion that it cannot be determined for a free
electron. According to Bohr, all its observable effects are
related to its role in the spectra of bound systems @2#. This
point of view was put forward at the famous 1927 Como
Conference by Bohr, but was not explicitly contained in the
published version @3#. The reaction to the discussion is re-
viewed in the compilation of papers by Wheeler and Zurek
@4#.
Luckily the spirit of the Bohr argument has been pre-
served in the writings of two of his colleagues. Pauli re-
viewed the mathematics of the situation in @5#, and Mott,
who had contributed to the argument, published his version
of the calculations both in Ref. @6# and in his text book @7#.
In Ref. @8# Pauli explicitly stated that Bohr rejects the ob-
servability of the electron spin in situations where the con-
cept of an electron trajectory is applicable. The conclusion is
that the charge of the electron relates to its magnetic moment
in such a manner that the separation of the spin components
by the magnetic interaction is counteracted by the effect of
the Lorentz force on the moving particle. The two effects are
of the same order of magnitude, which can immediately be
seen from the fact that the precession frequency ~due to the
magnetic moment! and the cyclotron frequency ~bending the
orbits! differ by only radiative corrections @9#. Ultimately
this state of affairs derives from the origin of the electron
spin in the Dirac theory, where only one magnetic coupling
term occurs. Consequently, the quantum variable spin seemsPRA 601050-2947/99/60~1!/63~17!/$15.00to be unmeasurable in a macroscopic apparatus of the type
required by Bohr.
When the anomalous g-factor of the electron was mea-
sured by Dehmelt in a rf trap @10#, it constituted a measure-
ment of the electron spin. The issue created a controversy:
was the spin trapped or free? According to Sir Rudolf
Peierls, ‘‘It is free in the sense intended by Bohr. This was
one of the cases where Bohr was wrong’’ @11#. Thus one
may argue that the issue is settled; we can measure the spin
of the ‘‘free’’ electron. However, the original argument of
Bohr and Pauli still remains. It may well be worthwhile to
investigate it in detail, to see how far it holds, and what
possible ways there are to circumvent it. Such a discussion
was recently initiated in Ref. @12#, whose authors looked for
experimental situations which allow a measurement of spin
components. Their exploration was based on classical trajec-
tories, and addressed Bohr’s view as presented by Pauli. This
is not to say that quantum mechanics does not play a
role—in fact it does, as was made clear by Mott in his ac-
count of Bohr’s argument @6# which used the uncertainty
principle. Further, Bohr himself had second thoughts @13#,
and while he did not say that including quantum mechanics
can effect a free-electron-spin splitting, he did say that he
thinks that it is not possible to say it cannot. In the recent
discussion of Ref. @12#, similar arguments have been made
@14# and further classical and quantum simulations of the
Dirac equation have shown some incomplete spin separation
@15#.
In this paper we present a fully quantum-mechanical treat-
ment as close to the Bohr-Pauli situation as is possible. We
replace the classical trajectories by wave-packet motion, and
implement the full quantum Hamiltonian for the two-level
spin system. The formulation of the problem is identical to
that chosen by Adler @16#, who carried out a quantum-
mechanical perturbation calculation. He agreed with our
main conclusions that the experiment is, in principle, pos-
sible, and he essentially recommended the same parameter
region that we utilize. However, due to the limitations of his
perturbation approach, he could not quantify the exact degree
of separation achievable. With modern computational tech-
niques we are able to provide precise results of a nonpertur-
bative version of the Bohr-Pauli experiment, and go beyond63 ©1999 The American Physical Society
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One of us briefly discussed the argument by Bohr and
Pauli @17#, and it seems possible to manipulate the physical
situation in such a way that the resolution of the spin mea-
surement is improved. In addition, the original argument
rests on a semiclassical interpretation of quantum mechanics,
which omits essential features of the physics. Thus we con-
sider it worthwhile to model the Stern-Gerlach experiment as
a genuine particle experiment, where localized wave packets
are launched into a magnetic field performing the roles as-
signed to it in the original argument. In this way, all quantum
effects are taken into account, and, formulating the propaga-
tion in terms of two-component Pauli state vectors, we can
also keep track of the proper vector character of the spin
variable. All this can be treated as a time-dependent problem,
and the possibility to separate the two spin components can
be evaluated. We can decide the feasibility of the measure-
ment, how far the Bohr-Pauli argument retains its validity,
and which effects derive from the various quantum features
of the problem.
For comparison, we set up the original argument in Sec.
II. This is derived from the writings of Pauli and Mott; un-
fortunately, no details of the Bohr argument are available to
us. In Sec. III we formulate the model, present its various
features, and discuss its relation to the original argument. We
find that the situation is far from trivial; many aspects enter
into it, and the space of possible initial conditions is large
and hard to survey.
In order to simplify the treatment, we throw away both
the off-diagonality of the dipole interaction and the diamag-
netic term, which eventually bends the orbit into cyclotron
paths. This scalar model, presented in Sec. IV, can be solved
analytically, and it contains all the essential features of the
original argument. Thus we can utilize it to investigate the
interplay between magnetic deflection and orbital bending,
as long as these remain small enough. From these discus-
sions, we determine how to look for parameter ranges where
the spin measurement is most likely to succeed.
In Sec. V, we attack the full two-component quantum
problem by solving the time-dependent Schro¨dinger equation
numerically. The initial state is chosen according to the prin-
ciples argued for within the scalar model. We present the
results, and show to what extent the spins actually are split.
As expected, the splitting is of the same order of magnitude
as the widths of the individual components; to this extent the
original argument is vindicated. However, there is a discern-
ible split, and the resolution of the two components is a
matter of numerical accuracy only. Spectral lines are re-
solved with less splitting in the laboratory. This, in our opin-
ion, shows that the problem is of a practical character, not
one of principle as claimed by Bohr.
The physical system we consider also shows some inter-
esting features as a classical system; related problems have
also been discussed in the chaos literature @18#. In order to
check the consistency of our quantum calculations, we inte-
grate the classical equations of motion for an ensemble of
particles representing the position and momentum distribu-
tion of the initial quantum states. The results in Sec. VI
reproduce those of the quantum calculations, but display a
broader width. Thus the spin resolution is degraded, whichshows the importance of performing a proper quantum
analysis of the problem.
Then finally, there is the issue of principle: Is there a
fundamental reason why magnetic fields cannot separate the
spin components of a free electron? It appears that a negative
answer has been found to this question already; there are the
arguments we give above and there is the treatment in Ref.
@12#, but in Sec. VII we add to the discussion a configura-
tion, which seems to allow an arbitrary spin separation, albeit
in a situation differing from the beam experiment considered
in the original argument. We utilize the magnetic field of the
Stern-Gerlach experiment, and find an adiabatic method that
separates the spin components in real space as far apart as we
wish. There is, however, no beam, for the electron wave
packet is allowed to glide in the magnetic field along a
smooth trajectory. The feasibility of the experiment is not
discussed, but as a demonstration of principle we regard the
treatment as satisfactory. Finally, in Sec. VIII we summarize
our discussion, and present a few conclusions and an out-
look.
II. ORIGINAL ARGUMENT
We consider a beam of charged particles, with mass M
and charge q. They propagate in the x direction with the
linear momentum
px5
2p\
lx
. ~1!
The beam is supposed to remain close to the x axis, with only
small components in the y and z directions. If the particles
have a magnetic moment m and experience a magnetic field
gradient in the z direction, the ensuing force is given by
Fz56mS ]Bz]z D , ~2!
where the sign depends on the direction of the magnetic mo-
ment, i.e., the spin. This force generates the splitting of the
spin components, which is the basis for a Stern-Gerlach mea-
surement.
However, the charge of the particle will also couple di-
rectly to the magnetic field. This gives a contribution to the z
motion, from the Lorentz force, which competes with the
measurement signal @Eq. ~2!#. Because the magnetic field is
sourceless, and here assumed to be independent of the x co-
ordinate, we must have a component
S ]By]y D52S ]Bz]z D , ~3!
which causes a magnetic field proportional to the value of
the location y. In quantum mechanics, an uncertainty ensues
in the force, because the values of this location extend over
some width Dy . Thus we obtain an uncertainty in the z force
of the magnitude,
DFz5qS pxM D S ]By]y DDy . ~4!
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force @Eq. ~2!# in order to resolve the components. But the
magnetic moment is not an independent parameter. For a
free electron it is of the form
m5
e\
2m ~5!
~within the accuracy we require here!, where e and m are the
charge and mass of an electron, respectively. For the mag-
netic moment of an atom, its order of magnitude is the same,
only it is modified by the appropriate g factor.
Combining these results, we obtain
DFz
Fz
54pS q
e
D S mM D S Dylx D!1 ~6!
as a requirement for the observability of the spin. For an
electron, all these ratios are unity or larger, and the conclu-
sion is that electrons cannot be separated according to their
spins by a Stern-Gerlach experiment. We proceed to make
several comments on this calculation.
~1! For neutral atoms, q50, and the experiment works;
even for heavy ions, the factor (m/M ) should make a sepa-
ration possible @19#.
~2! The whole argument is essentially classical; quantum
mechanics enters only as an uncertainty. We will return to
the discussion of this point below.
~3! The factor
u;
lx
Dy ~7!
is a measure of the divergence angle of the beam; if we try to
make Dy!lx , we no longer have a beam. However, the
signal we want to resolve is in the z direction, and a large
spreading in the y direction does not necessarily destroy the
ability to distinguish between the two spin components if
only condition ~6! is satisfied.
~4! The Lorentz force is based on the longitudinal mo-
mentum px instead of the correct velocity; in the magnetic
field, these are not equivalent entities. We will return to this
question below.
The argument is based on the ratio between the forces,
which we can easily verify to be correct. The momentum
separation after the interaction time t0 is
PD52Fzt0 , ~8!
and the momentum spreading Dpz is similarly obtained from
Eq. ~4!. The spread in the z direction, Dz0, is assumed not to
change considerably from its initial value during the interac-
tion. After the interaction has ceased, at times t@t0, the spa-
tial width over the separation becomes
ADz021S Dpztm D
2
PDt/m
⇒ DFz2Fz !1. ~9!
This shows that even for an arbitrarily large initial width Dz0
the splitting eventually manifests itself in space, even thoughit may take a long time. Thus the necessary condition for the
observability of the spin is that
Dpz
PD
!1 ~10!
after the end of the interaction time t0. The experiment is
thus expected to work best for the scenario depicted in Fig.
1. Here the spread in the z coordinate can be arbitrarily large,
but according to Eq. ~6! we want Dy to be as small as pos-
sible. In the following we try, utilizing a model of the phys-
ics outlined above, to explore to what extent the situation in
Fig. 1 can be achieved within a quantum framework.
III. MODEL
The beam of incident particles is taken to propagate in the
x direction, and we choose the vector potential
FIG. 1. This figure shows, in a schematic fashion, probability
distributions in space ~left! and momenta ~right! for three different
stages in the measurement process ~a!–~c!. In ~a! we see the initial
distributions for the electron. After the interaction with the mag-
netic field we move at time t0 to ~b!, where a slight distortion of the
spatial wave packet is seen, but without any significant spatial split-
ting. However, the splitting is seen in momentum space @~b!, right#.
The wave packets are then allowed to propagate in an interaction-
free region. During this stage of the experiment, the splitting in
momentum space will emerge spatially @~c!, left#.
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where a is a parameter with dimensions of magnetic field
over length. With this choice, pˆ x is a conserved quantity
during the motion, and the operator can be replaced by a c
number. The magnetic field becomes
B~r!5$0,2ay ,az%, ~12!
which obviously satisfies Eq. ~3!. The field is, in fact, a quad-
rupole field as indicated in Fig. 2; this corresponds to the
upper part of the Stern-Gerlach apparatus as envisaged in the
treatment above.
The magnetic coupling becomes
ms¢ B5maF z iy
2iy 2zG . ~13!
This suggests that in order to resolve the spin component
splitting along the z axis, we need to insert the beam into the
field at an offset z0 in this direction; however to minimize
the ill effects of the quantum off-diagonality, the initial wave
packet should be as close to the z axis as is compatible with
quantum theory. This conclusion agrees with the argument in
Sec. II. We will quantify the effects of this off-diagonality in
Sec. V C 1.
In the following, we introduce the mass of the electron m
and its charge q52e into the equations. Then the full
Schro¨dinger time evolution is given by
H ~px2eayz !22m 1 py22m 1 pz22m 2maF z iy2iy 2zG J c5i\ ]c]t ,
~14!
where c is the two-component Pauli spinor.
We remove the constant term px
2/2m , but remember that
the velocity in this direction must be obtained from the rela-
tion
FIG. 2. Schematic illustration of magnets that will produce an
approximation to the quadrupole magnetic field in Eq. ~12!. This
resembles the conventional Stern-Gerlach arrangement ~with the
particle beam perpendicular to the section shown!. An alternative
approach is to generate the field with four long current-carrying
wires ~Fig. 4!.vx5
px2eayz
m
~15!
whenever needed. In particular, this velocity carries the par-
ticles through the magnet, and it should not be allowed to
change too much during the interaction. Again, we find that
the experiment needs to be carried out near the origin in the
y direction. The dynamics are then governed by the reduced
Hamiltonian
HR5
py
2
2m 1
pz
2
2m 1V11V22ms
W B, ~16!
where we have set
V152
px
m
eayz ~17!
and
V25
~eayz !2
2m . ~18!
In order to estimate the contributions from the various terms
in the Hamiltonian, we introduce a characteristic length l,
such that the ratios (y /l) and (z/l) are of order unity. The
dipole interaction term then becomes
maz'EMS llxD , ~19!
where we have introduced an energy characterizing the mag-
netic interaction
EM[malx5
ea\
2m lx . ~20!
The term linear in the vector potential is
uV1u;4pEMS llxD
2
, ~21!
and the second-order term becomes
V2;EMS llxD S eBll
2
\ D , ~22!
where a characteristic size of the magnetic field is intro-
duced:
Bl5al . ~23!
Equations ~19!, ~21!, and ~22! offer a good starting point
for a comparison of the main interactions: V1 can be ne-
glected with respect to the dipole force @Eq. ~19!# when we
have l!lx , as we already concluded in Sec. II for Dy . The
orbit of the incoming beam particles is bending due to the
cyclotron motion, and we may estimate the corresponding
frequency to be
vc5
eBl
m
. ~24!
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the spreading time Ts which doubles the width of a wave
packet in free motion. If the size of the packet is originally of
order l, the momentum uncertainty is estimated to be Dp
;\/2l , and the spreading time becomes @cf. Eq. ~9! and Ref.
@20##
Ts5
2ml2
\
. ~25!
This bending of the beam trajectories plays no role in the
original argument, and we will return to its influence below.
Result ~22! thus says that the interaction V2 is negligible
compared with the dipole interaction ~19! when
vcTs!1. ~26!
This is understandable: the cyclotron motion tries to bend the
orbits of the particles; if this bending is small compared to
the spreading of the wave packets, the sample can retain its
character as a propagating beam. Finally, we note that in
terms of vc and Ts the second order interaction V2 can be
written as
V2;
1
2 EMS llxDvcTs . ~27!
IV. SCALAR MODEL
To solve the complete Schro¨dinger equation ~14! is nu-
merically possible, as we shall see in Sec. V, but a numerical
approach offers no general indication about the parameter
ranges favorable to the Stern-Gerlach experiment. In order to
progress, we choose to treat a simplified model first, where
we neglect ~1! the term quadratic in the vector potential pro-
portional to a2, and ~2! the off-diagonal terms in the dipole
interaction.
We have discussed the conditions, under which we expect
these to have negligible effects; their actual influence will be
evaluated in the numerical work below. These two neglected
terms play no role in the original argument because from Eq.
~16! we obtain the equation of motion
p˙ z52
]HR
]z
5
eay
m
px6ma . ~28!
The two contributions to the force in the z-direction are just
the ones utilized in the argument in Sec. II.
We also carry out the scaling indicated above by introduc-
ing a length scale l, a time scale t , and a corresponding
momentum scale
p¯5
\
l . ~29!
In the new totally dimensionless variables we have the
Hamiltonian1
1We indicate the scaled dimensionless variables with the same
symbols as their physical counterparts. We believe that, with proper
care, we do not introduce any confusion by this.H65
1
2 ~py
21pz
2!2V2yz6z , ~30!
where we have introduced a scaled wave number for the
beam:
V25
4pl
lx
. ~31!
The scaling parameters achieving Eq. ~30! obey the relations
l35
2\
ea
, lt5
2m
ea
,
~32!
l2
t
5
\
m
,
l
t2
5
ma
m
.
In Eq. ~30! all variables, including the scaled wave number
V2, are dimensionless quantities. We also see directly that
the only way to decrease the ratio of the Lorentz force term
to that of the dipole force is to make V small, i.e., make lx
large. However, this will at some point destroy the beam
quality, as discussed above.
In the following development, we wish to be able to keep
track of the direction of the spin, and so we introduce a
parameter k561, which gives the direction of the splitting
force. We then carry out the coordinate transformation
j5
1
A2
~y1z !,
~33!
h5
1
A2
~y2z !.
With these new coordinates, the Hamiltonian becomes
H5F12 pj22 V22 S j2 kA2V2D
2G
1F12 ph2 1 V22 S h2 kA2V2D
2G . ~34!
Thus we have reduced the solution to the case of two decou-
pled harmonic oscillators, albeit one is inverted.
In the Heisenberg representation, the operator solution to
the dynamics under the Hamiltonian ~34! is
]jˆ
]t
5pjˆ5pj
0ˆ cosh Vt1VS j 0ˆ2 kA2V2D sinh Vt ,
]hˆ
]t
5p ĥ5ph
0̂ cos Vt2VS h 0̂2 kA2V2D sin Vt . ~35!
From these results we can solve for the momentum in the
direction of interest
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1
2 @pz
0̂F2~Vt !1py
0̂F1~Vt !#1
V
2 @z
0̂F3~Vt !1y 0̂F4~Vt !#
2
k
2V F4~Vt !, ~36!
where we define
F1~Vt !5cosh Vt2cos Vt!~Vt !2,
F2~Vt !5cosh Vt1cos Vt!21O~Vt !4
~37!
F3~Vt !5sinh Vt2sin Vt!
1
3 ~Vt !
3
,
F4~Vt !5sinh Vt1sin Vt!2Vt .
The limits are for Vt!0. Taking the expectation value of
Eq. ~36! over the initial state, we find the only operator to
give a nonzero value to be the offset ^z 0̂&5z0. Thus we find
^pẑ~ t !&5
Vz0
2 F3~Vt !2
k
2V F4~Vt !. ~38!The terms proportional to k561 give the momentum split-
ting, which thus becomes
PD5
F4~Vt !
V
. ~39!
We now define the dispersion in pẑ as
sz
25~pẑ2^pẑ&!2. ~40!
If we assume the initial dispersions to be uncorrelated, and
define
^~py
0̂!2&5Dpy
2
, ^~pz
0̂!2&5Dpz
2
~41!
^~y 0̂!2&5Dy2, ^~z 0̂2z0!2&5Dz2,
we obtain
sz
25 14 @Dpy
2F1~Vt !21Dpz
2F2~Vt !21V2Dy2F4~Vt !2
1V2Dz2F3~Vt !2# . ~42!
The resolution of the measurement is now, analogously with
Eq. ~9!, given bys2~ t !5
sz
2
PD
2 5
V2
4 H Dpy2S F1~Vt !F4~Vt ! D
2
1Dpz
2S F2~Vt !F4~Vt ! D
2
1V2Dz2S F3~Vt !F4~Vt ! D
2
1V2Dy2J . ~43!We cannot let t!0 here, because the term in Dpz2 must
clearly diverge in that limit. For times such that Vt*4, all
ratios F1(Vt)/F4(Vt),F2(Vt)/F4(Vt),F3(Vt)/F4(Vt) are
approximately unity, which means that we can omit these
ratios and minimize the remaining terms separately.
The position uncertainty terms give
V4
4 ~Dy
21Dz2!!1, ~44!
which we may rescale by using Eqs. ~32! to obtain
4p2S Dy21Dz2
lx
2 D !1. ~45!
The left-hand side is found to be small exactly when the
original argument gives a small ratio in Eq. ~6!, but Eq. ~45!
requires this condition to be valid isotropically in the y ,z
plane.
When the momentum terms are unscaled to physical
units, using definitions ~32!, we find
V2
4 ~Dpy
21Dpz
2!⇒2pS Dpy21Dpz22m D S 1malxD52p DEyzEM !1.
~46!
This shows that the energy associated with the momentum
fluctuations in the y ,z plane, DEyz , must be less than the
characteristic magnetic energy ~20!.From Eqs. ~44! and ~46! we select the y components of
position and momentum ~or the corresponding z compo-
nents! and multiply them together to obtain the combined
condition
S Dy2
lx
2 D S Dpy22mmalxD 5 ~DyDpy!22mmalx3 ! 1~2p!3 . ~47!
However, the uncertainty is minimized if the product
DyDpy5\/2, and consequently we have the condition
2p3
~\2/2mlx
2!
malx
5
p
2 S ExEM D!1, ~48!
where Ex5(2p\)2/2mlx2 . Thus we require the kinetic en-
ergy along the beam, i.e., Ex , to be less than the magnetic
interaction. This is the kinetic energy expressed in terms of
the momentum px and not the kinematic energy in terms of
the velocity. However, for small values of y, the deviations
are small; cf. Eq. ~15!.
From Eq. ~45! we also have
Ex54p2S \22mlx2D ! \
2
2mDy2
;DEyz . ~49!
With such large transverse fluctuations it seems difficult to
claim that this describes a beam any more, and to that extent
the original argument seems to be validated. We cannot
separate the two spin directions into different well-defined
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necessary to obtain a small value of s2 destroy the beam
quality because of the quantum nature of the motion.
However, quantum mechanics allows us one more at-
tempt. We found that we could not use the long-time limit,
because it is not compatible with the assumption of a propa-
gating beam. In the short-time limit, s2 diverges, but we can
try to circumvent that.
We choose minimum uncertainty wave packets with
DpyDy5
1
2 etc. ~in scaled units!. Then we can try to optimize
the combined uncertainties in the y and z directions indepen-
dently. We first use
]
]Dy2 F 14Dy2 S F1~Vt !F4~Vt ! D 21V2Dy2G50. ~50!
The result is
1
4Dy2
S F1~Vt !F4~Vt ! D
2
1V2Dy2⇒VS F1~Vt !F4~Vt ! D . ~51!
For the z component we find
]
]Dz2
F 14Dz2 S F2~Vt !F4~Vt ! D 21V2Dz2S F3~Vt !F4~Vt ! D 2G50.
~52!
The result is
1
4Dz2
S F2~Vt !F4~Vt ! D
2
1V2Dz2S F3~Vt !F4~Vt ! D
2
⇒VS F2~Vt !F3~Vt !F4~Vt !2 D . ~53!
From Eq. ~43! we now find
s25
V3
4 F S F1~Vt !F4~Vt ! D1S F2~Vt !F3~Vt !F4~Vt !2 D G
5
V3
4 F sinh 2Vt2sin 2Vt~sinh Vt1sin Vt !2G . ~54!
In this form, however, a fortuitous cancellation appears. Us-
ing limits ~37!, we obtain
s2⇒ V
4t
6 . ~55!
We thus find that, for short enough durations t5t0 of the
interaction, we can make the resolution parameter s2 as small
as we like. This, however, implies that we choose an initial
wave packet which is very unisotropic. The uncertainties
should satisfy the relations
Dy25
t0
4 , Dpy
25
1
t0
,Dz25
3
V4t0
3 , Dpz
25
V4t0
3
12 . ~56!
For small enough t0, these relations suggest the situation
shown in Fig. 1.
We still need to rescale the relations to obtain physical
quantities. We find
s2⇒ ~4p!
2t0
6lx
2 S l2t D5 43 S ~2p!2\22mlx2 D t0\ !1. ~57!
This says that the duration of the interaction has to satisfy an
energy relation of the type
Ext0!
3
4 \ . ~58!
This is not an uncertainty relation, but it indicates that the
interaction time has to be short compared with the time char-
acteristic of the free evolution of the wave packet, which
takes place with the energy Ex .
Rescaling the uncertainties, we find the results
Dy25
\t0
4m !
3\2
16mEx
. ~59!
This again implies
DEy5S \28mDy2D @23 Ex , ~60!
which seems to destroy the quality of the beam. However,
the actual beam propagates with the velocity vx , and this
aspect will be discussed separately. As a consequence of Eq.
~60!, the requirement Dy!lx from Eq. ~6! re-emerges.
However, in contrast to requirement ~45!, no similar restric-
tion on Dz is found. This is supposed to be large, in order to
allow a good resolution in pz . From Eqs. ~56! and ~57! we
find
Dz25S 34p2D S lx2t03 D S m
3
e2a2\
D @ 89 ~2p!4S \ealx2D
2
5
8
9 lx
2S ExEM D
2
. ~61!
It does not seem necessary to impose any relationship of type
~48! on the ratio (Ex /EM) in the present, optimized scheme.
We have, however, one more check to make on the con-
sistency of the scheme. As we saw in Sec. III, the interaction
V2, which has been neglected here, concerns the cyclotron
motion in the magnetic field. This tries to bend the orbit back
onto itself, which will destroy the beam character. We have
to ask how much bending would occur in the time t0, used to
separate the linear momenta of the spin directions. This dis-
cussion has to be added because we have not included that
term in the present considerations.
The main magnetic force in the y ,z plane is due to the
beam offset in the z direction; near the origin the magnetic
field is zero. We calculate the corresponding cyclotron fre-
quency to be
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The magnetic field is in the z direction, and thus causes a
bending primarily in the y direction. Because the kinetic en-
ergy is conserved, magnetic forces do no work, and the mo-
tion in the x direction will be affected as well. This will
eventually stop the beam from propagating through the ex-
perimental setup. This will happen in spite of the fact that px
is conserved; the motion forward is to be described by the
velocity vx ; cf. Eq. ~15!. Some reduction in vx may not be a
bad thing. We can understand this because, in the original
Bohr-Pauli argument, the velocity px /m should be replaced
by vx . If vx is smaller than px /m , because of the magnetic
field, we may find that the fluctuations DFz are smaller than
expected, thus allowing a resolution of spin.
In order to minimize the bending due to the cyclotron
motion we have to require
t0vc!1. ~63!
This gives the relation
t0S eaz0m D5 2t0EM\ S z0lxD!1. ~64!
In analogy with Eq. ~58!, we thus obtain the condition
EMt0!\S lx2z0D . ~65!
If we use the offset z0*Dz , condition ~65! might suggest
using Dz!lx , which, however, from Eq. ~61! implies Ex
!EM , in which case Eq. ~65! may be difficult to satisfy. On
the other hand, if it is possible to use z0!lx!Dz , then we
can take EM'Ex , and retain the validity of Eqs. ~58! and
~65! simultaneously. These considerations suggest that it is
possible to achieve a small resolution parameter s2 in an
interaction time which does not cause a considerable bending
of the beam.
V. WAVE-PACKET DYNAMICS
A. Formulation of wave-packet problem
In order to test our ideas concerning the visibility of the
spin splitting, we have performed a numerical integration of
the full, time-dependent Schro¨dinger problem as given in Eq.
~14!. It is necessary to scale the problem, as in Sec. IV @Eq.
~32!#, so that we numerically integrate the Schro¨dinger equa-
tion
H 2 12 S ]2]y2 1 ]2]z2D 1 12 ~V2/222yz !22F z iy2iy 2zG J c
5i
]c
]t
, ~66!
using, for example, the split-operator fast Fourier transform
method. ~For a summary of this and other integration meth-
ods, see Ref. @20#.! Typically, the numerical integration isperformed by discretizing the wave function on a two-
dimensional ~2D! grid of points ~e.g., 2563256).
For the numerical calculations we retain the terms that
were dropped in Sec. IV, i.e., we retain the (yz)2 term aris-
ing from A2, and the iy term from the spin interaction. As
before, we include the term proportional to yz , i.e., the cross
term in the expansion of (V2/222yz)2, which corresponds
to the V2 term in Eq. ~30!. After the scaling of the problem,
we are left with a single free parameter, V , which determines
the scaled momentum in the beam ~x! direction. However,
the parameters of the initial state, and especially its spatial
distribution are still free to be chosen.
As our initial state we choose a Gaussian wave function
of the form
c~y ,z ,t50 !5
1
A2pDyDz
expF2 ~y2y0!24Dy2 2 ~z2z0!24Dz2 G
3Fa1
a2
G , ~67!
where Dy and Dz are the uncertainties in position as de-
scribed in Sec. II and Fig. 1. The state is centered on (y0 ,z0),
and has no net momentum, although, since it is a minimum
uncertainty state, there are fluctuations in momentum given
by DpyDy5 12 , etc. The amplitudes a1 and a2 determine the
probabilities in the sz basis; these are the probabilities we
wish to measure by means of a clear splitting of the wave
packets. For the purposes of demonstration we wish to dis-
cern two different trajectories of wave packets, and so we set
both amplitudes equal to 1/A2. There is, of course, no initial
spatial difference between the two states in any basis.
B. Uncharged particle
In the absence of charge, the scaled Hamiltonian of Eq.
~66! reduces to
Hq5052
1
2 S ]2]y2 1 ]2]z2D 2F z iy2iy 2zG . ~68!
For this case Fig. 3 shows an example of an ordinary Stern-
Gerlach-type splitting of spin-wave packets. The initial state
is shown ~for one of the levels! in Fig. 3~a!. The wave packet
is placed on the z axis of the coordinate system at a distance
from the origin. This ensures that the spin splitting takes
place in the sz basis; if the packet were placed on the y axis,
at a distance from the origin, the splitting would be manifest
in the sy basis.
The width of the initial wave packet has been chosen so
that, in the time it takes for the two components to display a
clear spatial separation, there is little spreading of the wave
packets. In Figs. 3~b! and 3~c! we see the two wave-packet
components at a later time. They are clearly at different
physical locations, and thus a simple spatial separation of the
wave packets will correspond to a spin separation of the
components. The splitting is seen here as something that de-
velops as a function of time because we do not view the
translational motion in the longitudinal ~x! direction. In prac-
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spond to sections, in the y-z plane, perpendicular to the di-
rection of the beam.
C. Considerations for a charged particle
When we include the charge of the particle, we must re-
turn to the integration of the wave equation ~66! which con-
tains the additional potential-energy term
VL5 12 ~V2/222yz !2. ~69!
If we now place a wave packet on the z axis, this potential
will cause a sideways deflection of the two components. The
effect of the term linear in yz was fully taken into account in
Sec. IV. For very large amplitudes, the motion is compli-
FIG. 3. Splitting of wave-packet spin components for a particle
with no charge. In ~a! we see the initial wave function as a function
of y and z, which is located at y050, 5z0530, with a width of
unity. In ~b! and ~c! we see the two wave-packet spin components
after a time t54.5 ~in scaled units!. The two components are clearly
separated. They are now much broader, because of wave-packet
spreading. The two components in ~b! and ~c! have slightly differ-
ent shapes because the wave packet approaching the origin is af-
fected by the increasing curvature of the adiabatic surfaces.cated, but in part consists of oscillations in the potential well
~69!. These oscillations change their frequency in time be-
cause the cyclotron frequency depends on field strength,
which in turn depends on the location of the electron.
We will next find constraints on the initial wave packet by
considering some simple, desirable, qualities of the measure-
ment process. In the following we will assume that our initial
state is a minimum uncertainty packet which is unisotropic
such that Dz@Dy . The initial Gaussian packet is chosen to
be centered on the origin of the quadrupole field ~i.e., z0
50); this is justified in Sec. V C 2. At this point we cannot
have a magnetic field produced by the traditional arrange-
ment of Fig. 2 because the material of the magnet would get
in the way. However, we can easily make a suitable arrange-
ment of magnetic poles, or four current carrying wires, as
shown in Fig. 4. Then the wave packet is straightforwardly
centered on the origin.
1. Angular width of the wave packet
For a point particle placed on the z axis, we can see from
Eq. ~66! that the Stern-Gerlach coupling is initially of the
form 2szz , which provides the force trying to split the spin
components. However, if a point particle is placed on the y
axis instead, the effective Stern-Gerlach coupling is initially
of the form 2syy , which would effect a different kind of
wave-packet splitting. Thus for a wave packet which is
spread out over the y ,z space, it is desirable that it should be
tightly localized on the z axis of the y-z plane for the type of
measurement that we want to make; if it is too spread out, we
are unable to resolve the measurement of the z components
of the spin. This requirement is the same as trying to reduce
the off-diagonality, as we mentioned earlier in connection
with Eq. ~13!. In order to characterize the spreading of the
initial wave packet, we will consider the angular width of the
peak in the initial angular probability distribution; this width
will be denoted as Du . Again, we consider a centralized
wave packet for reasons we consider below. With an uniso-
tropic wave packet, such as the one illustrated in Fig. 1~a!,
we can keep the angular spread low by reducing the width in
the y direction. This remains true even if the wave packet is
centered on the origin.
FIG. 4. Magnetic quadrupole field produced by four wires ~seen
in cross section!. This allows the initial wave packet to be placed in
the center of the field pattern.
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is easily obtained by radial integration of the probability dis-
tribution. That is, with y05z050,
P~u!5E
0
`
dr ruc~r cos u ,r sin u!u2
5
1
2p
DyDz
Dy21~Dz22Dy2!cos2u
, ~70!
where we have tan u5z/y . This is a two-peaked distribution,
and we will use the width of one of the peaks to determine
Du . Because the wave packet has been chosen to be centered
on the origin, distribution ~70! is symmetric about u5p and
the two peaks have equal heights and equal widths. For Dz
.Dy , one peak in this distribution is at u5p/2, with another
peak at u52p/2, and the full width at half maximum height
gives a convenient measure of the width of either of the
peaks of the distribution, i.e.,
sin~Du/2!5
1
AS Dz
Dy D
2
21
, ~71!
which for Dz@Dy leads to the approximate expression
Du;2
Dy
Dz
. ~72!
The requirement that this angular width be small, Du!1,
then simply leads to
Dy
Dz
!
1
2 , ~73!
which clearly means that the wave packet must have a high
degree of spatial anisotropy. This is completely consistent
with the conclusion of Sec. IV.
2. Cyclotron period
In this section, in line with Eq. ~63! of Sec. IV, we wish to
choose sufficiently short interaction times t0 for the cyclo-
tron motion to be neglected. However, because the magnetic
field varies, the cyclotron frequency vc depends on position
in the magnet, and therefore it varies across the spatial dis-
tribution of the initial wave packet. At a distance r from the
origin the cyclotron frequency is
vc5
ea
m
r . ~74!
In a uniform magnetic field, the electron would orbit in
circles, and after a time t it would have traversed an angle of
vct . In our problem, the magnetic field is not uniform, but
nevertheless we can introduce an angle f5vct as an esti-
mate of the bending that takes place for very short times ~i.e.,
for the regime we aim for in Sec. IV!. For the quadrupole
field @Eq. ~12!#, and in the scaled units, Eqs. ~32!, the cyclo-
tron frequency is simply vc52r , where r is the distance
from the origin. Then at any point in space, the angle f hasthe value 2rt0 at the end of the interaction. However, we
have a wave packet that is distributed over space, with dif-
ferent magnetic-field strengths acting on its different parts.
Because the unisotropic wave packet extends more in the z
direction than the y direction, we take the phase angle to be
2zt0 at points along the length of the wave packet. The av-
erage value will be zero ~because the bending is in different
directions for positive and negative z), but the spread of the
angle f will be given approximately by
Df52Dzt0 . ~75!
However, according to Eqs. ~56! the optimized time is
t054Dy2, ~76!
and hence the cyclotron phase becomes
Df58Dy2Dz . ~77!
3. Initial cyclotron motion
The velocity in the x direction of any part of the wave
packet is given by Eq. ~15!, which in scaled units is
vx5V
2/222yz , ~78!
as may be expected from Eq. ~69!. Because the generalized
momentum in the x direction is a constant of the motion, V
is fixed and vx depends on y and z. Now we can see from Eq.
~78! that if yz,(V/2)2 the velocity vx is positive. However,
if yz.(V/2)2 the velocity vx is negative at that point, result-
ing in that part of the wave packet moving in a backward
direction. The line defined by
yz5~V/2!2 ~79!
divides the forward- and backward-going regions, and we
will call this the cyclotron line. This line is also the mini-
mum of the Lorentz potential ~69!.
In pursuing the idea of a beamlike device, we will regard
it as undesirable to have major parts of the wave packet
moving backward, and to quantify this we will determine the
amount, Pc , of the wave packet moving backward for the
initial state. We use scaled polar coordinates $r ,u% defined
by
y5rDy cos u , ~80!
z5rDz sin u . ~81!
Then the cyclotron line obeys the equation
r2sin 2u5b2, ~82!
where
b25
V2
2DyDz . ~83!
If we now integrate the wave packet over the two outer re-
gions ~i.e., the two large r regions in the first and third quad-
rants of the y-z plane!, we obtain
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duE
b/Asin 2u
`
drre2r2/25
1
2erfcS V2ADyDz D .
~84!
This shows the expected limits that Pc!0 for small wave
packets (DyDz!0), and Pc! 12 for very large initial wave
packets (DyDz!`) ~when half the initial wave packet
moves backward!.
4. Summary of conditions
By combining Eq. ~55! and Eqs. ~56!, we can express the
parameter s, defined in Eq. ~43!, in terms of the widths of the
wave packet:
s5
1
4A2Dy2Dz
. ~85!
The parameter combination Dy2Dz can be regarded as not
only determining s, but also some of our other essential pa-
rameters, which thus allows us to re-express them in terms of
the parameter s. The cyclotron phase angle ~77! can be writ-
ten as
Df5
A2
s
. ~86!
Furthermore, from Eqs. ~56! we have
V25
A3
t0
3/2Dz
5
A3
23DzDy3
. ~87!
Thus with Eq. ~85! the square of the argument of the error
function in Eq. ~84! becomes
V2
4DyDz 5
A3
25Dz2Dy4
5A3s2, ~88!
and we can express it as
Pc5
1
2 erfc~31/4s !. ~89!
In order to have spin separation, we require that
s2,1, ~90!
but we see in Eqs. ~89! and ~86! that, as s is reduced, Pc will
approach one-half, i.e., the initial packet moves backward as
much as forward, and, the phase angle Df increases rapidly
~starting at 1.42 rad when s51). It is necessary to make a
compromise and thus, for example, we adopt a modest value
of s50.8; then Pc;0.07 and Df;102°.
The phase angle Df is high because the extreme edge of
the wave packet will move in a backward direction at the end
of the interaction time. However, the bulk of the wave packet
is in weaker fields and will not be affected so strongly. The
main obstacle to reducing s in the optimized scheme appears
to be the effects of the increasing phase angle Df .
For the numerical computations we choose a narrow wave
packet with an angular width of Du50.01, which determines
the ratio of the uncertainties Dy and Dz , and together with
s50.8 and Eqs. ~56! we obtain Dy;0.103 and Dz;20.7.Equations ~56! will now determine t0 and V from Eqs. ~76!
and ~87!. For the values chosen above we will then obtain
t050.043 and V259.48.
D. Numerical results for a charged wave packet
With the chosen parameters, we integrate the Schro¨dinger
equation ~66! up to the time t0. Figure 5~a! shows the initial
spatial distribution, which is very narrow in the y direction
@note the different scales on the axes of Fig. 5~a!#. The cor-
responding Gaussian momentum distribution is shown in
Fig. 6~a!. Figure 5~b! shows the spatial distribution of prob-
ability for the wave packet at the end of the interaction time
t0. The distribution is almost the same on both of the levels
and so we only show one level here. The wave packet re-
mains very narrow spatially, but its shape has been modified
by a combination of spreading and twisting of different parts
of the wave packet. Figure 6~b! shows the corresponding
final momentum distribution. We can clearly see the splitting
into two components which we expected from the arguments
given in Sec. IV. The width in the z direction is small com-
pared with the width in the y direction, but nevertheless the
splitting can just be regarded as a spin separation.
Figure 7 shows the average forward velocity of the wave-
packet components as a function of time. It is seen to de-
crease as time increases, because parts of the wave packet
components are starting to turn back @especially if they are
initially on the outside of the cyclotron line ~79!#. However,
at the time t050.043 there still remains a net forward veloc-
ity of approximately unity in scaled units. In this example the
transverse momenta at time t0 are py;0.019 and pz
;60.043, which means that the two spin components are
emerging at an angle given approximately by ~in scaled
FIG. 5. Charged-particle case. The initial wave packet is shown
in ~a!, and has spatial widths Dy50.13 and Dz;20.7. The param-
eter V259.48, and in ~b! we show the spatial distribution of the
wave packet at the end of the interaction time at t5t050.043.
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figure indicate the result from the scalar model of Sec. IV.
For that model vx is determined by Eq. ~78! which leads to
vx5V
2/22j21h2, where j and h are found from Eqs. ~35!.
The scalar model provides a good fit for short times.
We may try to optimize the widths of the wave packet, the
forward velocity, and the interaction time to improve the
separation of the spin components. However, it appears to be
difficult to achieve a substantially better splitting of the
spins. The principal difficulty is that if the parameters reduce
s, then there are many oscillations in the potential VL @Eq.
~69!#, before a separation can take place; i.e., the angle Df
@Eq. ~77!#, becomes large over the separation time scale.
FIG. 6. Momentum distribution at ~a! t50, and ~b! the scaled
time t50.043. Other parameters are as in Fig. 5. Both the wave-
packet spin components are shown, the upper component being
shaded to indicate height, while the lower component is marked
with contour lines.Nevertheless, we will show in Sec. VII that we can utilize
the potential VL to obtain a substantial splitting, though it is
in a different experimental configuration to that considered
in this section.
VI. CLASSICAL SIMULATIONS
If we neglect the coupling between the two spin states, we
can write down some simple classical equations based on the
magnetic effects in the Newton equation:
m
d
dt v52ev3B6mS ]Bz]z D zˆ. ~91!
If we use the quadrupole field ~12! and the scaled units ~32!,
we obtain
d
dt vx522~zvy1yvz!,
d
dt vy52zvx , ~92!
d
dt vz52yvx61.
As expected from Eq. ~66!, the quantity vx12yz is a con-
stant of the motion. In order to match the quantum simula-
tion, each member of the classical ensemble should have the
same value of vx12yz . This means adjusting the initial ve-
locity vx according to the initial position.
We will now try to use a swarm of classical particles to
replicate the dynamics of a wave packet. Figure 8~a! shows
the initial momenta of such a swarm. The dispersion in po-
sition and momenta have been chosen so that the initial en-
semble averages for the uncertainties match the quantum-
mechanical ones. After the interaction time we obtain the
swarms seen in Figs. 8~b! and 8~c!, which can be directly
FIG. 7. The velocity vx of one of the wave-packet spin compo-
nents. The solid line shows the full quantum result computed from
the wave functions and Eq. ~78!. The quantum result for the other
spin component is extremely close to this curve. The crosses show
the result from the scalar model of Sec. IV. The diamonds show the
result from an ensemble of 50 000 classical simulations ~Sec. VI!.
Parameters are as in Fig. 5.
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mentum distribution shown in Fig. 6. For the resulting split-
ting between the wave packets there is a good agreement
between the classical and quantum results. In fact, the agree-
ment between the ensemble averaged momentum and the
FIG. 8. Trajectories for classical particles in a simulation of the
parameters in Fig. 5 with ~a! the initial ensemble of momenta, and
~b! and ~c! the final ensemble of momenta at t50.043. There are
50 000 trajectories in each figure.classical ensemble is excellent. For the classical simulations
it is also straightforward to determine the forward velocity
vx . Figure 7 again shows excellent agreement between the
classical and quantum results; this is despite the fact that the
quantum result is indirectly calculated from the spatial wave
functions by using Eq. ~78!. However, despite all this agree-
ment, the shapes of the wave packets appear to be slightly
different.
To examine the wave-packet shape more quantitatively
we have taken a vertical section through the quantum data
shown in Fig. 6 for py50. The result is seen in Fig. 9, where
the t50 distribution is also shown. In the same figures, we
show the corresponding distributions taken from the classical
data. There is good agreement between the quantum and
classical distributions at t50 @Fig. 9~a!#, as should be ex-
pected from the way the ensemble distribution has been gen-
erated. After the interaction time @Fig. 9~b!#, we find good
agreement between the quantum and classical values for the
splitting of the wave packets, but it appears that the classical
simulations lead to distributions of momenta that are too
broad. Thus they do not display a resolution of the spin split-
FIG. 9. Probability distributions of pz for classical simulations
~points! and quantum calculations ~solid lines!. We show a section
through the 2D probability distribution at py50. The classical en-
semble result is taken from Fig. 8 by binning the data into 101
3101 bins. Approximately 1900 trajectories are sampled from the
ensemble for the figures. The quantum data are taken from sections
of Fig. 6. In ~a! we show the initial distributions of momenta, which
are Gaussian, and in ~b! we see the distributions at time t50.043.
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This suggests that it is important to perform the quantum
calculations in this problem; classical simulations could be
misleading concerning the issue of whether or not there is a
significant amount of splitting of the spin components.
VII. BEATING THE LIMITS
A. Abiding with the Lorentz force
We can take a completely different approach to the spin-
splitting experiment by abandoning the idea of the spin mea-
surement as a beam experiment, and by trying to use the
Lorentz force, which makes the spin splitting so difficult, to
help the measurement. Our approach is to launch the wave
packet along the cyclotron line so that it is in part con-
strained by the Lorentz potential ~69!. The general idea is
illustrated in Fig. 10. The forces acting on the two spin com-
ponents are still different, because the Stern-Gerlach force is
not included in the Lorentz potential and thus the spin com-
ponents can be separated. However, there are several disad-
vantages to this approach. First, the cyclotron line is curved,
and does not lie on the z axis; consequently the measurement
can only approximate a measurement of the z component of
the spin. Second, if the wave packet is in the region of the
cyclotron line, the velocity in the x direction, which was the
beam direction, is close to zero. This derives from the fact
that the cyclotron line is defined by the vanishing of the x
velocity @Eq. ~78!#. The electronic wave packet first has to be
prepared appropriately and then subjected to the magnetic
interaction in a controlled fashion.
B. Specification of the electron state
Our initial wave packet will again be taken to be a Gauss-
ian of the form of Eq. ~67!, but with an initial velocity with
components vy and vz . In order that the wave packet should
travel smoothly in the Lorentz potential ~69!, any initial ve-
locity has to be aligned along the tangent to the cyclotron
FIG. 10. This figure shows how we might expect a wave packet
to split into spin components after being carefully placed on the
cyclotron line. Here we show the expectation that the two compo-
nents separate by moving along the cyclotron line in opposite di-
rections.line. From the fact that yz is constant on the cyclotron line,
we will have ydz1zdy50, and hence the unit vector
eˆ'5
z
r
eˆ y1
y
r
eˆ z[cos ueˆ y1sin ueˆ z , ~93!
where r25y21z2 is orthogonal to the tangent of the curve.
We now expand around a point $y0 ,z0% on the cyclotron
line, so that
y5y01dy , z5z01dz , ~94!
and by writing
dy5r cos u , dz5r sin u ~95!
we obtain
V~y ,z !52~y0sin u1z0cos u!2r21O~r3!!2~y021z02!2
r2
r2
5
1
2 kr
2
, ~96!
with the spring constant
k54r2. ~97!
This results in an angular frequency ~in scaled units! of v
5Ak52r , in agreement with the cyclotron frequency ~74! in
scaled units. We will place our initial wave packet in the
channel defined by Eq. ~69!, with a transverse width sT and
an orientation which matches the width of the channel at the
center of the packet. The choice of transverse width has to
ensure that the center part of the wave packet does not
breathe, i.e., periodically expand and contract, in the chan-
nel. If this were to happen, it would explore larger regions of
the potential surface and the motion of the wave packet
would cease to be usable for spin splitting. From the spring
constant @Eq. ~97!#, we can determine the necessary trans-
verse width to avoid breathing:
sT5
1
2Ar
. ~98!
As mentioned earlier, the wave packet will be aligned along
the local direction of the channel, which, however, will not
remove the entire breathing effect because the channel spring
constant varies slightly along the length of the wave packet.
For this configuration, we try to split the spin components
spatially, which contrasts with the momentum splitting of the
previous sections. In order to achieve this, it is essential that
the wave packets separate by a distance greater than their
width. The Lorentz forces tend to bend the wave packets
along the cyclotron line, but if we assume that we are close
enough to the z axis of the quadrupole field, we may assume
that there is an approximate force of 61 ~in scaled units!
which splits the wave-packet components. This means that in
a time t each wave packet will travel a distance t2/2, and
their separation will be approximately t2.
During the time the wave packets are separating, they are
also spreading in a longitudinal direction, that is, in a direc-
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ets are not constrained in this direction, though they are con-
strained in the transverse direction by the ‘‘walls’’ of the
Lorentz potential. In free space the width of a wave packet
increases as ~see, e.g., Ref. @20#!
s~ t !5sLA11S \t2msL2 D
2
, ~99!
where sL is the initial longitudinal width of the wave packet.
In terms of the scaled units ~32!, this is simply
s~ t !5sLA11S t2sL2 D
2
. ~100!
If the wave-packet spin components are to separate by more
than their width, we have to impose the condition
t2.sLA11~ t/2sL2 !2. ~101!
Then if we solve for t we find
t2.
11A11~2sL!6
2~2sL!2
. ~102!
Minimizing this estimate gives the shortest possible time for
spin separation as unity when sL51/A2.
C. Numerical result
Figure 11~a! shows the initial wave-packet, which is
highly unisotropic and orientated along the cyclotron line at
some distance from the origin. As the wave packet dynamics
proceed, the packet splits into two components which are
well separated as can be seen at t53.4 in Figs. 11~b! and
11~c!. Equation ~102! predicts that t52.08 would be suffi-
cient, given the parameters of Fig. 11, to separate the spin
components, but by examining the system at a later time we
can find improved spin separation.
Figure 11~b! shows some traces of the wave packet seen
in Fig. 11~c!. Presumably this is because the wave packet is,
initially, tilted away from the z axis, by an angle of 0.117°,
which results in a slight admixture of the two spin compo-
nents. If the distance from the origin were to be increased,
this type of effect would decrease. However, it would happen
at the expense of the required transverse width becoming
increasingly small.
A careful inspection of Figs. 11~a! and 11~b! also shows
that one final wave-packet component has hardly changed its
position as compared to where it was initially. This seems
strange when there was supposed to be a force on this com-
ponent of 11 ~in scaled units! from the interaction with the
gradient of the magnetic field. This force is almost directly
along the channel of VL . Likewise, the wave packet in Fig.
11~c! has been subjected to double the expected acceleration.
It is possible to give a straightforward explanation of this
effect by using some simple quantum mechanics. Along the
cyclotron line, at a distance r from the origin, the potential
VL appears in the transverse direction of the cyclotron line as
an approximate harmonic potential with ~as described above!
Eq. ~97!, a spring constant of k54r2. The wave packet isdesigned to have its transverse width such that it is in the
ground state of the transverse potential, and thus it can avoid
any breathing motion. However, if we move the wave packet
along the cyclotron line, toward or away from the origin, the
spring constant will change, which will change the ground-
state energy. The ground-state energy is, from Eq. ~97!, E0
5v/25Ak/25r , and if the splitting force tries to move the
wave packet away from the origin, the increase in transverse
ground-state energy will act to oppose the motion. Con-
versely, if we move in a direction approaching the origin, the
decrease in transverse ground-state energy will assist the
wave-packet motion, provided that the wave packet remains
in the transverse ground state, i.e., remains adiabatic. We can
estimate the size of the effect from the transverse ground-
state energy. For small y, r;z and the ‘‘force’’ from the
change in ground-state energy will almost exactly cancel the
splitting force in the 1z direction. The result is that a change
FIG. 11. A wave packet is initially placed on the cyclotron line
~a!, and it subsequently splits into the two very separate compo-
nents seen in ~b! and ~c!. The wave packet is initially placed at y0
50.0714 and z0535.0 with a transverse width sT50.0845 as de-
termined by Eq. ~98!. We have chosen a longitudinal width of sL
51 and V259.48. The wave packets in ~b! and ~c! are shown at the
scaled time t53.40 ~chosen to be sufficient to achieve good sepa-
ration!.
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VIII. SUMMARY
In this paper we have tried to address the problem of the
separation of the spin components of an electron, from a
point of view that is in the spirit of the original argument
attributed to Bohr and Pauli; only Sec. VII of the paper pre-
sents an alternative approach. This primarily assumes some
kind of electron-beam device, utilized to separate the spin
components. We have shown that there may be some flex-
ibility in the physics of the scheme, which is introduced by
allowing the electron beam to be unisotropic in cross section.
This approach appears not to have been considered in the
original Bohr argument as reported by others @5,6#. We have
developed the idea by introducing a scalar model of the sys-
tem @Eq. ~30!#, which neglects two dynamical effects which
are also not included in the original argument. The two ne-
glected effects are the off-diagonal effects from the spin cou-
pling, i.e., the y term in Eq. ~13!, and the anharmonic effects
from the A2 term in the Hamiltonian. The scalar model is
solvable exactly, and we use the properties of the solutions to
suggest parameters where a spin splitting might be possible
and to guide us in more precise and fully quantum-
mechanical, though numerical, calculations.
The numerical approach allows the inclusion of the two
effects omitted in the scalar model, and a testing of the ef-
fectiveness of the spin splitting in the system. We find, as
may be seen in Fig. 6, that a spin splitting can exist, although
there is still some overlap of the spin components. Neverthe-
less, a statistical analysis of the resulting spin distribution,
such as seen in Fig. 9, could be used as the basis of a spin
measurement. A complication is the bending of the electron
beam in the magnetic field, because of the Lorentz force ~i.e.,
the cyclotron motion!. However, we are able to determine
the beam velocity of the wave packet, and this confirms that
there is forward motion even when the spin components are
split. Forward motion implies a beamlike behavior, and in
this sense we feel that we have illustrated what can be done,
to stretch the situation of the original argument beyond its
limit by modifying the experimental configuration. We are at
its limits of performance because, even in our setup, where
the spins are split in momentum space in the z direction, the
electron beam becomes very spread out in the y direction,
and the velocity of the electrons in the x direction is rather
reduced. The fact that it is not easy to separate the spins, and
that there is still an overlap of the spin components, is one
testament to the insight of Bohr. We, however, conclude that
the spin measurement is more a matter of experimental skill
than one of fundamental issues. In principle, our argument
applies to all charged elementary particles having a magnetic
moment of the type ~5!. However, with the proton, for ex-
ample, the g factor is larger than that of the electron; this acts
to improve the separability of the spin states.
So where does the approach of Bohr and Pauli differ from
our treatment? One way is their promotion of a practical
complication to a fundamental principle. Furthermore their
argument is based on using px /m as the velocity in the Lor-
entz force expression. The actual physics demands the use of
the velocity vx itself, and, situating the initial wave packetalong the z axis, we make large parts of it lie very close to
the potential minima we have called the cyclotron lines. Here
the actual velocity is very small, which we surmise may be
the origin of the improvement we have found in the spin
resolution; the average Lorentz force is not as efficient in
degrading the result, as suggested by the original argument.
One may also say that Bohr and Pauli did not treat the full
quantum problem, even though quantum mechanics enters
the problem as an uncertainty.
Our approach can be criticized on many fronts, and these
issues form the basis of sufficient discussion to warrant fur-
ther investigations of the details. It can be argued that we
have not properly calculated the effect on the wave packet of
entering the magnetic field. This is because we have made a
model 2D calculation which does not include variations, e.g.,
in the magnetic field, along the beam direction. There are
two physical approaches to this: a sudden application of the
magnetic field, or a smooth, adiabatic turn-on. We intend to
make further studies of the effects of the slow turn-on of the
field in more realistic calculations. Likewise, we have only
considered a model quadrupole field. Real magnetic fields
are different, and it is not impossible that some other field
arrangement might yield improved splitting effects. Further-
more, by shaping the electron beam into a non-Gaussian pro-
file, it may be possible to optimize the splitting further.
We can also be criticized for not presenting a detailed
model of the full detection process. The numerical calcula-
tions provide only a splitting in momentum space. Of course,
this is enough, in principle, to split the spin states. Also, we
have shown that in subsequent evolution the two spin com-
ponents will separate in real space. An alternative approach
would be to use an electron lens to transform the
momentum-space splitting to a real-space splitting. After the
interaction with the field, part of the electron wave packet
moves in a backward direction. Because the spin separation
is achieved in momentum space, it is not clear at this time
how an observed splitting might be affected by any correla-
tion between the momentum components and spatial location
in the beam direction. However, the cuts at py50 in Fig. 9,
essentially show the measurement result from an ideal flat
detector in the x-z plane, where the beam is expected to
display the spin splitting. All parts of the wave packet having
a positive vx component will reach such a detector. There is
no need to assume that the detector will cover all values of
py , even if a real one, of course, integrates over a finite slice
in space.
It was not our intention in this paper to discuss details for
a potential experiment, as our main emphasis has been on
discussing the validity of a point of principle. However, it
may well be of interest to examine the values of real param-
eters compatible with the scaled values chosen for Fig. 6. We
take an electron with velocity vx , and make an estimate of l
by using vx to determine lx @Eq. ~31!# and V259.48 ~from
Figs. 5 and 6!. We then can determine the real wave-packet
sizes from the scaled ones, and can also calculate the field
gradient required from Eqs. ~32!. Then, for example, with
vx;100 m/s we find that, for the parameters in Fig. 6, the
wave-packet widths are 0.7 mm and approximately 110 mm.
The required field gradient is then 8 T/m over millimeter
distances. This is a rather low-energy electron, only 0.03
meV, but the energy could be increased if smaller electron
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the linear dimensions of the wave packet by a factor of 10
results in a hundredfold increase in the kinetic energy of the
electron. Despite these results for V259.48, we add that we
have not tried to optimize the parameters from an experimen-
tal point of view; i.e., we have been partly guided by com-
putational constraints, and the possibility of more optimal
parameters for an actual experiment is not necessarily ruled
out.
Clearly there remain many issues which it would be of
interest to resolve. This is especially true when one considers
experimental consequences of our theoretical considerations.
We hope that in this paper we have shown that there is some
merit in considering these problems more deeply.
Finally, we turn to the argument presented in Sec. VII.
This is not a beam arrangement, because there is no net
forward motion of the electron, and in that sense it is not
within the realm of what we know of the Bohr discussion.
However, it is interesting as a method for providing a clear
spatial separation of electron-spin components by arranging
for the wave-packet components to reside in a quantum-
mechanical ground state of the parts of the Lorentz forcefield that do the worst damage in the effort to split the spin
components. The direction of motion of the wave packets is
close to the direction of the gradient of the field, and in that
sense there is a resemblance to the arrangement considered
by Brillouin @21# ~where the classical electrons approach a
magnetic pole! and the classical calculations of Ref. @12#.
In summary, Bohr’s argument, which appears to have
been that it is not possible to separate the spin components of
the electron in principle, appears to be refuted, even within
the spirit of the original argument. We have made quantum-
mechanical calculations in a simplified model which are in-
dicative of such a result, and numerical calculations of the
quantum-mechanical behavior which support the conclusions
of our analytic model.
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